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In this summary, detailed calculations are presented that include the first 3-D hydrodynamic simulations with sufficient physics 
models included to reproduce and quantify the anomalies observed in direct-drive implosions on OMEGA. When including all 
the known effects [polarized cross-beam energy transfer (CBET), mispointing, target offset], the simulations reproduce the mea-
surements for bang time, yield, hot-spot flow velocity, and direction. To quantify these effects within the integrated experiments 
and describe the complex physical processes of polarized CBET and its interplay with multidimensional plasma hydrodynamics, 
an inline CBET model capable of accounting for polarization was implemented in a 3-D hydrodynamic code with a 3-D laser 
propagation solver. These integrated simulations were used to assess the effect of unpolarized and polarized CBET, explore the 
sensitivity of current direct-drive experiments to the various low-mode sources, and assess the predictive capabilities of such 
detailed 3-D modeling tools—an important component of the inertial confinement fusion program. Notably, current levels of 
beam mispointing, imbalance, target offset, and asymmetry from polarized CBET were found to degrade yields by more than 
40%. Finally, mitigation strategies are explored: attempting to compensate the mode-1 asymmetry with a preimposed target 
offset and redesigning the double polarization rotators. These results were summarized in Ref. 1 and detailed in Refs. 2 and 3.

For the past few years, direct-drive implosion experiments conducted on the OMEGA Laser System4 have reached a sufficient 
degree of control such that the errors induced by beam power imbalance, beam pointing inaccuracy, and target offset are relatively 
small. Despite these improvements, a large flow anomaly is still observed across many experiments, with a flow direction that 
appears systematic5 (Fig. 1). Recently, it was proposed in Ref. 6 that a potential source of systematic low modes on the OMEGA 
laser4 originates from polarized CBET. According to the authors of Ref. 6, the polarization dependency of CBET induces a 
significant low-mode anomaly in the laser drive, with its direction (in terms of spherical harmonics mode  = 1) being consistent 
with typical measured flow velocities from neutron diagnostics. Conclusions were reached, however, using post-processing of 
1-D hydrodynamics simulations, which do not allow for a quantitative assessment of the final influence of polarized CBET on 
measured flow velocity and direction, for which inline modeling is required. Moreover, accounting for the compounded effect 
of beam balance, beam pointing error, and target offset in addition to polarized CBET requires a 3-D modeling of both the laser 
and hydrodynamics.

This lead to the development of the first inline-capable polarized CBET model, implemented within the inverse ray-tracing 
framework of the IFRIIT7 code. Inline simulations were performed using a heterogeneous multiple-data, multiple-program frame-
work coupling the ASTER9,10 3-D radiation-hydrodynamic code with the IFRIIT7,10 3-D laser propagation solver, running on 
6000 cores of the French Commission for Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies’ Très Grand Centre de Calcul (CEA TGCC) 
supercomputer, making it possible to describe the complex physical processes of polarized CBET and its interplay with plasma 
hydrodynamics. These integrated simulations were used to (1) quantify the sensitivity of current target designs to the best setup 
performances of the OMEGA Laser System, (2) assess if the source of the systematic flow can be identified, and (3) test various 
strategies for mitigation of the low-mode asymmetries.
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The inline polarization model proposed here was developed within the field formulation of geometrical ray optics. The ray 
electric field is written a = A expk0}, where k0 is the vacuum wave number, A is the field swelling due to refraction, and } is a 
phase that includes the effects of absorption and energy exchange. The field at caustics is described using an etalon integral method,12 
which allows reconstruction of the Airy pattern without introducing free parameters. The ray field is then described onto the 
Frenet reference frame,13 an orthogonal basis associated with the ray and defined at every point by a tangent ,1 k k=  a normal 
o parallel to the permittivity gradient component transverse to the ray, and a binormal b = 1 # o. The Frenet frame rotates with 
the ray, which allows for local accounting of polarization transport through refraction. The exchange of amplitude between the 
ray-field components in the Frenet frame, denoted 

n
,A a a, ,n n n b

T
n

= o_ _i i for field n, can be written13 as   ∂   l  n     A  n   =   D  n   ‗  A  n    with    D  n   ‗   a 
tensor that accounts for three polarization effects: polarization rotation due to refraction, polarization rotation of the probe beam 
toward the pump beam, and ellipticity induced in the initially linear polarizations due to CBET-induced plasma birefringence.

In the final model, the ray amplitude A is computed according to ray theory from a single inverse ray-tracing step,14 while the 
ray phase is obtained by integrating the permittivity along the ray trajectory, } =   ∫ 

 
    f ″    [r ( x ̂  ) d x ̂  /2] ,  which includes   f ″   , the effect of 

polarized CBET from    D  n   ‗  , as well as collisional absorption and Langdon effect.10,15 Pump depletion is obtained by iterating the 
ray phase computation until convergence. The final formulation of the laser propagation model has no free parameters, contrary 
to what is commonly used in inline CBET models to either limit caustic fields or tune the CBET interaction.16–19 This polarized 
CBET model was validated against academic test cases and against the BeamletCrosser post-processor2,6 and is now used in 
inline 3-D ASTER/IFRIIT 9,10 simulations. The full polarized CBET model and its validation are presented in Ref. 2.

The 12 shots reported in Fig. 1 span 19 months of operation and were obtained with good performance metrics for beam 
pointing, beam balance, offset error, target quality, and diagnostic quality. Out of these 12, three shots were modeled; 94343, 
98755, and 98768. Among those, 94343 and 98768 are cryogenic shots, whereas 98755 is a warm plastic shot. Shot 98768 is a 
large-diameter shot with Dt = 1012 nm, while the others are smaller targets with Dt + 980 nm. To this set, we also add shot 
94712 (Ref. 11), which was a cryogenic shot with poor pointing performances, contrary to the other three noted above. For these 
experiments, the beam pointing was measured at the beginning of the shot day. In addition, for shot 98755, pointing was also 
measured at the end of the shot day, providing two references. Finally, the ice-thickness uniformity was characterized using 
optical measurements prior to the shots. For the targets of interest, the ice layer nonuniformity was estimated to be less than the 
instrument resolution, i.e., <1% for the mode  = 1.

An extensive set of simulations was executed while varying the CBET model and/or the number of low-mode sources, which 
are included. The CBET model was toggled from off, to the commonly used unpolarized model20 where the polarization effect 
for polarization-smoothed beams [e.g., distributed polarization rotation (DPR)] is modeled with fixed polarization and without any 

Figure 1
(a) Fusing DT flow direction shown in a sinusoidal projection of the OMEGA chamber and (b) associated flow magnitude in km/s in best-setup implosions (see 
also Refs. 5 and 11). The yellow region highlights the systematic anomaly.
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rotation or ellipticity effects to the fully polarized model presented here. In all simulations, the Spitzer–Härm21 heat conduction 
model was used at all times except in the first picket where the flux was limited with flim = 0.1 (Ref. 8).

The inline simulations are compared to various measurements: peak rise time of the neutron rate, yield, flow velocity magni-
tude, and direction. Several conclusions can be drawn from the simulations results for neutron data, some of which are reported in 
Fig. 2: (1) The CBET model alone gets nuclear bang time correctly, implying that the zero-order drive energetics are correct and 
well described by the model [Fig. 2(a)]. This also suggests that other effects not accounted for here, such as two-plasmon decay, 
do not significantly modify the total drive.22 (2) Unpolarized and polarized CBET simulations with power balance and pointing 
variations get the neutron yield correct because both drive energetics and symmetry are important for the yield [Fig. 2(b)]. (3) Both 
CBET models with power balance and pointing variations match the flow velocity correctly for shot 94712 because the large 
pointing error dominates the low-mode sources. (4) Polarized CBET with power balance and pointing is needed to get the flow 
velocity correct for the more-accurately pointed shot 94343 (the low offset of 3.5 nm is seen to play a minor role). This indicates 
that the polarization effect becomes more important as other low-mode sources become smaller. The flow direction is reproduced 
correctly in all simulations as long as the effects of polarized CBET, beam imbalance, and beam pointing are accounted for. The 
full comparison to experiments is reported in Ref. 3.

By examining the various simulations, it is observed that these best-setup OMEGA implosions lose +40% in yield due to 
effects of balance, pointing, and offset alone [Fig. 3(a)]. In that framework, the polarization effect of CBET causes only a small 
drop in yield, by about 6%. However, in cases where there is no prior low-mode asymmetry from balance or pointing, the polar-
ized CBET alone reduces the yield by 18% and induces an +90-km/s flow anomaly compared to an unpolarized CBET case. 
In addition, the effect of unpolarized CBET alone reduces the yield by +65% and amplifies the mode-10 anomaly by a factor 
of 2 to 3, leading to target perforation [Fig. 3(c)]. This is a strong argument for mitigation of the polarized CBET anomaly. It 
is observed, however, that the yield’s dependency on low modes is more severe in cases without CBET because the latter was 
acting to mitigate drive asymmetries. These results highlight how CBET is a coupling loss mechanism that should be mitigated 
altogether in future driver designs.

Figure 2
[(a),(b)] Comparison of the simulated (colored symbols) and measured (gray-shaded areas) (a) peak neutron rise time and (b) neutron yield. Simulations include 
a variety of low-mode sources and were conducted with and without CBET (see legends). Error bars on the simulated neutron yield account for the effect of 
small-scale mixing. Experimental yields are corrected for tritium aging.23
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Finally, two mitigation strategies are explored to compensate for the low-mode polarized CBET anomaly: offset compensation 
and DPR redesign. The offset compensation is able to increase the yield by +15% [Fig. 3(b)] and reduce the modal  = 1 anomaly 
from the polarization effect by a factor of +3. The offset compensation is not able to further improve the performances, however, 
due to the presence of other modes, notably from the polarized CBET anomaly but also from pointing and balance errors. Alter-
natively, considering a design of the DPR with only a 10-nm spot separation and half the smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) 
bandwidth, the simulations show that the flow direction and magnitude anomaly from the polarization effect disappear, and the 
unpolarized result is recovered. It is noted that halving the SSD bandwidth must be done in consideration of the potential effect 
on high mode-growth (not modeled here).

Figure 3
(a) Scaling of the YOI (yield-over-ideal case in the absence of CBET) and YOC (yield-over-clean case in the presence of CBET) for simulations with and 
without unpolarized CBET, as a function of low-mode asymmetry sources (cases are labeled with a | on the x axis; subscript 0 refers to the ideal case; B, P, 
and O indicate that beam balance, pointing, and offset were accounted for, respectively). (b) Flow anomaly (blue) and YOC (red) as functions of offset mag-
nitude for a case with measured power balance and beam pointing (|B,P). The target offset is in the opposite direction of the measured flow without offset. 
[(c),(d)] Target hot-spot electron temperature [colored background (keV)], 10% and 50% volume fraction of DT gas (orange and red volume contours, respectively),  
25-g/cm3 density isovalue (light blue volume contour), and 1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, and 50-g/cm3 isocontours (black to white contour lines), for (c) an ideal case (|0) 
with unpolarized CBET. (d) A “real-setup” implosion accounting for power balance and beam pointing (|B,P), with polarized CBET, is shown for comparison. 
All figures here relate to shot 94343.
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